Features and Benefits of S&E Glass Design
1. Hinges
The unique square design of the S&E hinges, positioned out
of the eye line at the very top and bottom of the door, not
only produces the most transparent look for a frameless
enclosure on the market today but also supports the glass,
making us the only manufacturer able to “guarantee for
life” our doors not to drop under their own weight.
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A patent design rise and fall action occurs when opening
and closing the door to prolong the life of the seals whilst
providing an unlimited adjustable stop position. Machined
from solid brass and chrome plated, you could say we are
unmatched for both style and quality.
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2. Glass Tailoring
Glass tailoring is a method pioneered by S&E Glass Design
over the years to guarantee minimal silicone lines. Particularly
suited to rooms in old buildings that have walls out of level
and kicking. Our exclusive method of course also complements
straight walls, as it always highlights the beauty of an
uninterupted tile pattern running behind the glass, which
adds to the illusion of more space in the bathroom.
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3. Support Bars
Support bars by S&E Glass Design are individually produced
to a clients exacting dimensions and requirements. They
are crafted using high quality stainless steel and various
connecting parts made from brass and chrome plated. The
result is a continous and minimal 15 mm diameter support.
The fixing at the wall conceals the screw that secures it.
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